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Abstract- In this modern era, huge amount of 

information such as multimedia, text, audio, images 

etc. transferred every day. It is possible because of 

the speed of internet but there is huge possibilities of 

violation of rule and regulation of cyber. Due to 

avalanche growth of technology may also lead the 

violation of private data and their security. So, that 

we require the system which provide us a better 

security against these sorts of violation of private 

information data and their security. Digital 

steganography is one which gives us a better security 

against internet breaches. There are numerous 

mechanisms of steganography such as LSB, 

Transform based, various corner edge detection 

methods, and numerous sorts of steganography in 

term of cover data such as image, text, audio and 

others. In this paper, discusses the various literature 

of methods for steganography process.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The security of information is a major concern for 

everybody, people wants more security over internet 

when they transferred data. For last decades, huge 

amount of security level increased over internet. The 

people’s have worried about being trace on web at 

various instances, protection of privacy, 

identification, and most important authentication at 

digital work. For these reason new methods of 

steganography and cryptography have emerged in the 

past few decades [1]-[3].  

 

Figure 1: Generalized System Architectural Process 

of Steganography 

As depicted figure 1 shows that the system 

architectural process of steganography. This is the 

process where medium like video, image and other 

digital multimedia can hide the important information 

with the help of numerous methods or algorithm to 

provide the security for particulars. On other hand, 

cryptography is the process where important 

information or data has to converted into an 

unappropriated sequence of data so that the 
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trespassers can not be crack them or exact the 

important information [4]-[7]. It is clear from the 

above discussion both systems such as steganography 

and cryptography are trying to provide better secure 

environment for the user. But it cannot be saying that 

the single system either steganography or 

cryptography offer unbreakable cyber environment. 

Sometimes it has recommended by the many 

researchers and developers to use of both 

mechanisms simultaneously in the single system. 

This system is generally known as an integrated 

system mechanism. The benefits of this mechanism 

based system is that, if the trespassers breaks the first 

process but still second process can save the 

important data and information for example if the 

trespassers extract the process of steganography but 

the do not get any information because second 

process still providing security to the system therefor 

trespassers have to require to decrypt the second 

process which has not an easy task [8]-[11].    

 

Figure 2: Generic Steps of Steganography 

Mechanism 

The steps involved in the steganography algorithm 

for embedding and extraction process depicted in the 

above figure 2. The successful concealment of 

information depends upon the numerous factors such 

as capacity of embedding, security, imperceptibility, 

and robustness. The development of new 

steganography mechanism has to considered these 

factors for improving the existing mechanism. 

 

Figure 3: Steganography Types as per Cover Medium 

Above depicted figure shows that the sorts of 

steganography as per medium of cover information. 

 

Figure 4: Steganography Factors based on Video 

(Categories Classification) 

As above depicted figure 4 shows that the factor-

based category classification of steganography 

algorithm based on video. The factor robustness 

defines the degree of resistance that provide by the 

secure system like steganography to the user against 

processing of signal and attacks. The capacity of 

embedding may define as the quantity of information 

that could be conceal into the medium of cover. The 

term security is the process of establishing inability 

towards trespassers so that they can not able to 

extract the information or data. An imperceptibility 

of the system defines as the degree of distortion in 
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the original cover during steganography process [12]-

[15]. 

This section discusses the introductory part of the 

topic such definition, types and their classification 

and generalized structure of steganography system. 

The rest of paper summarized as follows; second 

section of the paper discusses the review of literature 

in which discusses the previous work and reported 

work. The problem statement discusses in the section 

III and last conclusion discusses in the section IV. 

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This section of paper discusses the literature about 

the steganography mechanism and draw some point 

as benefits, advantages, differences and problems 

facet by the researchers which were works in this 

field of steganography. 

Zhang Z. et al. (2021): Reportable a bit of writing as 

High efficiency Video committal to writing (HEVC) 

can be a global trendy video coding trendy, the 

steganography of HEVC films has received extra and 

greater attention. Experimental outcomes display that 

the embedding functionality are frequently 

extensively enlarged, and as compared with the 

revolutionary work, the deliberate approach has 

ample large ability while preserving excessive visible 

quality. Prediction unit (PU) is one a number of the 

major important modern modules of HEVC; thus, PU 

partition mode-primarily based totally steganography 

is becoming a totally specific department of HEVC 

steganography [16]. 

Ding H. et al. (2021): Reported a sturdy 

watermarking set of rules for space compressed films 

towards recompression assaults with one in every of 

a sort QPs is proposed. The predominant contribution 

of this article is that we tend to use the texture and 

movement facts of the video content to get the 

superior perform of the embedded watermark 

adaptively, the candidate blocks on the superior 

function have higher hardiness to set about to the 

recompression assault than others Areas [17]. 

Mstafa J. R. et al. (2020): This paper proposes a 

video steganography technique altogether totally at 

the nook factors areas and Arnold' cat map set of 

rules. The projected technique encrypts the name of 

the sport knowledge the employment of Arnold' cat 

map set of rules previous to the embedding technique 

to boost the security of the name of the game data. 

For concealing the encrypted mystery data, the 

proposed technique 1st detects the ROI in frames of 

the cover video the use of SHI-TOMASI nook 

detector set of rules with a predefined threshold [18]. 

Kanwal N. et al. (2020): The projected approach 

offers an entire associate through storing such proof 

steganographic-best friend embedded on the video 

content, with usual encryption. although particularly 

simple, the approach isn't perpetually simplest a 

GDPR protection-through-layout aimed toward 

police work video but is likewise ready to being 

applied on resource-restricted gadgets consisting of 

the Raspberry-Pi processor. In fact, making a 

recording tool bodily tamper-evidence is past the 

scope of this paper, alevin though we have a 

tendency to pinpoint this as a downside for destiny 

research. Future paintings will even take into 

consideration the high-quality mechanism to get each 

rectangle’s place from the video seize tool’s explicit 

identifier [19]. 

Nlu K. et al. (2019): The set of rules has massive 

embedding capability and excellent invisibility. 

When completely embedded, the capability reaches 

one point nine% or more, the visible impact does 
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now no longer alternate significantly, and the PSNR 

price decreases inside 2db. After the name of the 

game message embedded information, the video bit 

price is accelerated inside nine%. The steganographic 

version primarily based totally on sport concept is 

improved. A hybrid steganography version that 

satisfies the Kerckhoffs Principle via way of means 

of combining the method version of the sport concept 

version and the content material version withinside 

the cowl version is proposed. The embedded 

framework proposed has excellent applicability. As 

lengthy as its miles mixed with the content material 

adaptive set of rules of the corresponding cowl, the 

steganography set of rules with distinct sorts of cowl 

may be designed. In addition to being relevant to 

video, it's also efficaciously carried out to 

photographs and audio [20]. 

Wang J. et al. (2019): In this paper, a singular IPM-

primarily primarily based wholly video 

steganography in HEVC has been proposed. Since 

the preceding literature on steganography in HEVC 

specifically makes a specialty of the employment of 

the capabilities of HEVC to assemble a mapping rule 

or distortion feature for STC, this paper 1st indicates 

that the capabilities of HEVC can also be used for 

cover selection. The experimental effects show its 

practicableness and effectiveness [21]. 

Zhai L et al. (2019): In this paper, we tend to advise 

a preferred characteristic set for steg-evaluation of 

video steganography in every partition mode (PM) 

space and movement vector (MV) area. The 

characteristic set is constructed wholly} totally at the 

not unusual-place applied math traits shared through 

embedding domains, specifically the movement 

vector consistency (MVC), therefore on be changed 

through each PM modifications or MV modifications 

[22]. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

From the study a lot of literature draw some 

conclusion in terms of problem statement such as 

robustness, imperceptibility, inability, security, and 

capacity of embedding. 

1. The system should provide better solution as 

security system means have to provide very much 

secure system which is also a huge task for any 

researchers. The making of robustness of the system 

is also a complex task. 

2. The system should be more inability against 

trespassers. 

3. Security should be a complex process which 

should be follow by the system. 

4. The system should good in embedding capacity 

with higher imperceptibility. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a review of various 

mechanism of steganography based on different 

cover medium such as video, image, text, audio and 

other multimedia digital elements. As per the 

important factors that affect the process of 

steganography such as imperceptibility, inability, 

security, capacity of embedding and robustness are 

the major concern in today’s scenario. This paper 

suggested that the integrated approach gives us a 

better result in all factors and parameter. So, the 

region of interest in this field of steganography is to 

present or propose a new dimension of steganography 

algorithms.     
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